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Restaurant/Quick Service/KDS Software 

Powered by QSR Automations  

 

A back-of-house solution to improve kitchen workflow and communication to provide an overall stress-

free restaurant.  

ConnectSmart® Host is a front-of-house solution that helps manage reservations, waitlists, tables, and 

serving staff. Plus, it gives you real-time trends and analytics. 

ConnectSmart® Go is a smarter off-premise dining strategy. When off-premise orders are routed through 

ConnectSmart® Kitchen to ConnectSmart® Go, you generate a pickup quote based on the amount of 

actual activity in your kitchen. 

Create a consistent dining experience with ConnectSmart® Recipes. This easy-to-use recipe software is 

helpful for training, quality control, and reducing the clutter and cost of recipe binders. ConnectSmart® 

Recipes ensures accuracy and consistency with minimal training effort when introducing new products 

and personnel. 

ConnectSmart® Insights helps you run a smarter, more profitable restaurant through data visualization 

and integrations. Track every operational data point in your restaurant, with real-time insights alongside 

historical analytics. With data visualizations and reports, you can identify trends, make quick decisions, 

and run a smarter, more profitable restaurant. 
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Restaurant/Quick Service/KDS Hardware 

Powered by Kitchen Armor  

 

STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE 

Kitchen Armor’s stainless-steel hardware is a low maintenance solution that is made to handle 

the harsh kitchen environment without compromising the aesthetics of your kitchen. 

FULL SYSTEM PROTECTION 

Kitchen Armor’s products are designed specifically to protect and conceal cables and power 

supplies that complete your kitchen system. 

TOUCHSCREEN 

Kitchen Armor uses projected capacitive (PCAP) touchscreens which are highly responsive and 

do not require pressure to register contact. 
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Restaurant/Quick Service/Rugged Tablet 

Powered by Touch Dynamics  

 

 

 

The Quest III Rugged POS Tablet with Cherry Trail Processor and EMV Level 3 Certification 

The Quest III rugged POS tablet takes the point of sale-specialized design of the Quest II to the 

next level. With the new Intel™ Atom™ Cherry Trail CPU and standard 64 GB storage, this device 

is well-equipped to deliver high quality performance over long hours. With 7-inch and 10-inch 

options available, the device is retail-hardened with an IP rating of IP54 and a 4-foot drop 

specification. 

 

The standard charging dock that accompanies each Quest III Tablet allows the user to 

conveniently dock the mobile POS device in the upright position. The optional Premium 

Charging Dock has a key lock, four USB ports, one Ethernet port, one Serial port, and an 

optional VGA port. 
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Contact us today 

1420 N. Lakeview Ave 

Anaheim CA 92807 

Sales Inquiries: 

714-696-5324 Ext 122 

sales@postechnical.com 
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